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The Danish fans have called for everyone to stand up in the tenth minute and clap for Denmark’s number 10. And there’s a good chance that ... Denmark's leading source for news in English. In addition ...
Stand and be counted for Denmark’s number 10
Remember that time when some poor sap Jim Schwartz tried to compliment DK Metcalf by comparing him to Megatron (aka Calvin Johnson), but made the mistake of ending said compliment with the words, “you ...
Forget Megatron, it’s time to start comparing DK Metcalf to Jerry Rice
But there are some things parents can do to get their kids up to speed. Teaching is a tough job. “The parents are not the experts, so it was hard,” said Julie Marks, a mother of four boys. “There’s a ...
Back to the books: Get your kids ready for school
Are you aching to sleep outdoors under the stars but don't want to wake up aching from a rough camping trip? These 10 luxury hotel rooms around the world offer the ultimate in pampering.
10 luxury hotel rooms where you can sleep in the great outdoors
Reading books is essential to your success. Here's how to find time in your busy schedule to get some pages in.
As an Entrepreneur, Think You Have No Time to Read Books? Think Again
Laura Kenny is Britain’s most successful women’s Olympian, Jason has six golds. How far can they push medal counts?
The Kennys v the record books: Tokyo calls for Team GB’s golden couple
Nine minutes after he walked away ... Seierstad, best known for her books chronicling everyday life in war zones including Kabul and Baghdad, says that the impact of July 22nd was different from 9/11.
Norway still deals with wounds 10 years on from Utoya massacre
Looking to have a life without plastic pollution? Here are the best books on plastic-free living with tips and tricks to help you with your zero waste journey ...
10 best plastic-free books to help you lead a greener life
These websites and apps boost your reading speed, keep track of your personal library and recommend just the right book to fit your mood.
Beyond Goodreads: Four tools that help readers track their books
Olympic swimming star Caeleb Dressel says he left his problems behind once he got out on the Appalachian Trail for a hiking trip.
10 to watch: Caeleb Dressel, a medal favorite in multiple events, is always pushing to get better
A new challenge ahead Highlights of the season include multiple last minute winners, including against NV Herman whilst down to eight men (the club has never quite understood the 10 minute sin ... In ...
Expat football club riding high with double promotion
Derek Chauvin's conviction was historic, but it won’t lead to change unless cities and states end special protection of police officers.
Police who violate Bill of Rights don't deserve protection by local laws and unions
Are you aching to sleep outdoors under the stars but don't want to wake up aching from a rough camping trip? These 10 luxury hotel rooms around the world offer the ultimate in pampering.
Sleep outdoors at these 10 luxury hotel rooms around the world
In fact, according to a Duke University survey released this week, we should expect higher-than-average cost increases to stay with us for a good eight to 10 months. Ouch. If you're already feeling ...
Higher Living Costs Could Last 8 to 10 Months, Experts Warn
Watching History of the Sitcom got me to thinking about all of the great New Jersey actors who helped make some of the greatest sitcoms in television history.
10 great sitcoms featuring New Jersey actors
16 hours, 10 minutes unabridged ... 14 hours, 21 minutes unabridged. Nora Seed finds a library beyond the edge of the universe that contains books with multiple possibilities.
Audio Fiction
In her new bestseller, "The Vixen," Francine Prose portrays Ethel Rosenberg as a sexpot in a make-believe novel set in the 1950s publishing world. Prose isn't just trying to keep readers (and herself) ...
‘I’m easily bored by books,’ says writer of 22 novels
Long before we spent every waking minute simultaneously binge-watching TV series we’ve already seen 1,000 times (Gilmore Girls) along with the hottest new limited ...
Detroit's Festival of Books returns to save us from our screens
Chowdown champ Joey “Jaws” Chestnut broke his own record to gulp to a 14th win in the men’s Nathan’s Famous Hot Dog Eating Contest on Sunday, while Michelle Lesco took the women’s title.
Joey Chestnut sets a new record — eating 76 hot dogs in 10 minutes — to win his 14th contest
This week, all week long, we've been taking a 100 percent vitriolic look at each of the teams in the NFC East, in detail, while ignoring the positives. The first target on Monday was the Cowboys. On ...
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